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A stylish recovery

Briefs

Gas prices drop nearly
10 cents in 2 weeks

‘MacGruber’
bombs, new
‘Shrek’ shines

Fashion innovation means patients can forget sweats

The average price of regular
gasoline in the United States
has dropped
9.25 cents
over a twoweek period to
National
average price $2.83, accordfor a gallon of ing to the
mid-grade gas national Lundberg Survey of
fuel prices released yesterday.

BY LANA BORTOLOT
Special to amNewYork

$2.83

Survey says: Economy
likely to pick up this year
Economists forecast the pace
of U.S. growth to pick up in
the year ahead as consumers
and businesses alike accelerate
spending, according to a survey
being released today by The
National Association for Business Economics. It finds buyers
more bullish than in the group’s
(AP)
last survey in February.

Following his knee- and hip-replacement surgeries, Corky Weily found getting in and out of sweatpants a daily
struggle. In a moment of ingenuity, his
son, Reed, and his son’s girlfriend,
Sarah Lindholm, ripped apart a pair of
old pants, refastening them with pins:
easy, but unsightly.
By the time he had his second round
of surgery, Weily was the guinea pig for
Lindholm’s brainchild: pull-apart pants
that eased his mobility.
Unhappy as a lawyer, Lindholm,
32, researched and found the market

‘I didn’t anticipate
the emotional
feedback.’

for adaptive clothing huge and
unserved. Some 55 million people
with mobility issues had little to
wear but sweat suits.
Lindholm talked to people with
mobility issues — from Parkinson’s
disease to temporary ailments — and
in summer 2009 turned her research
into reality and created Cooper Martin
with a line of organic cotton pants
($120). You can buy the roomy pants
that unzip along the seams at coopermartin.com.
Lindholm is now focus ing on healthcare-product distributors. She recently
introduced fashionable lounge pants
($110), which sold out in pre-sale.
“I got into it because it I thought it
was an amazing opportunity but didn’t
anticipate the emotional feedback,”
Lindholm said.

It looks like “MacGruber” is suffering from the
“SNL” movie curse.
The sketch-turned-bigscreen flick starring Will
Forte, Kristen
Wiig
and
Ryan Phillippe made
$4.1 million,
according
to weekend
Forte
box-office
estimates.
“Shrek Forever After”
roared its way to the top
of the box office, making
$71.3 million.
But the fourth film in
the franchise had the
weakest debut of all
“Shrek” sequels, according to estimates. (AMNY/AP)
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